We calculate the electronic stopping power of slow magnetic monopoles in condensed materials and find that, for P &0.01, dE/dx is proportional to the monopole velocity.
INTRODUCTION
The predictions of the primordial production of supermassive magnetic monopoles (Mc -10's GeV) by grand unification theories (GUT's), ' and of the subsequent acceleration of these monopoles to velocities V=Pc with P-10 -10,have caused considerable interest in the nature of the interaction of such monopoles with matter. As is well known from the investigation of the interaction of' energetic electrically charged particles with matter, it is much simpler to calculate the stopping power of particles with 13 »a (the fine-structure constant) than with P «a. There are two basic reasons for this and both apply to magnetic monopoles as well as electric charges.
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For the present simplified calculation in which monopole stopping power is equated to conductive losses, we will neglect dynamical spin effects. Furthermore, we will be interested only in the transverse conductivi- To proceed, let p~= g5(r -Vt). Then V B=4ng5(r Vt) . -
In terms of Fourier components this equation reads ik B(k,co)= 5(co -k V) .
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2m.~k p(k, to) (27) (29) ( We use the minus sign here since we will interpret stopping power as positive. ) We now restrict ourselves to the case of a degenerate Fermi gas of electrons. For the moment we neglect dissipation (i.e. , r = ao) and consider Eqs.
(14a) and (14b), which describe such a situation in a fully quantal framework. Separating f into real and imaginary components f = f& +if&, Lindhard" shows that 
In Fig. 2 where E is the bulk electron density. Expressed in our form their result is in Fig. 3 . Qpen Let us now consider the monopole stopping power in a conductor. For such a system there are two separate contributions to monopole stopping power: from the bound electrons for which tj'j;"=ac/uz, and the conduction electrons for which ttr;"=(ac /zu)/(5 OaT /aoT) where uF' is the Fermi velocity of the conduction electrons. 
